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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the After Skool video above, Shanna H. Swan, Ph.D., a leading environmental and reproductive

epidemiologist and professor of environmental medicine and public health at the Icahn school of

Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City, examines the role of environmental toxins in reproductive

health.

In 1992, researchers published data showing the quality of sperm counts in men had been cut

nearly in half over the previous 50 years. According to this study:

“Linear regression of data weighted by number of men in each study showed a signi6cant

decrease in mean sperm count from 113 x 10(6)/ml in 1940 to 66 x 10(6)/ml in 1990 and in

seminal volume from 3.40 ml to 2.75 ml, indicating an even more pronounced decrease in

sperm production than expressed by the decline in sperm density ...

As male fertility is to some extent correlated with sperm count the results may reJect an

overall reduction in male fertility. The biological signi6cance of these changes is

emphasized by a concomitant increase in the incidence of genitourinary abnormalities

such as testicular cancer and possibly also cryptorchidism and hypospadias, suggesting a

growing impact of factors with serious effects on male gonadal function.”

Are Humans Going Extinct?

Swan was initially skeptical, but she decided to look into it some more. To her amazement, after

reviewing each of the 60 studies included in that 1992 analysis, she could Ond nothing to indicate

that the Onding was a Puke. It was the most stable trend she’d ever come across, and she spent the

next 20 years investigating why human reproduction is plummeting.

In 2017, she published a systematic review and meta-regression analysis  showing a 50% to 60%

drop in total sperm count among men in North America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand

between 1973 and 2011. Overall, men in these countries had a 52.4% decline in sperm

concentration and a 59.3% decline in total sperm count (sperm concentration multiplied by the total

volume of an ejaculate).

Swan refers to this shocking 39-year decline as “the 1% effect,” meaning the cumulative effect that

an annual change of just 1% has over time. Testosterone has also declined in tandem with lower

sperm counts, while miscarriage rates among women and erectile dysfunction among men have

been steadily rising.

If these trends continue, and there’s no indication that they won’t, in the not-so-distant future, we’ll

be looking at a male population that is completely infertile. At that point, the human population will

become extinct. Along the way, however, we’ll be facing a number of other pressing problems.

How Will We Care for Aging Baby Boomers?

Historically, the age distribution of the population has looked like a pyramid. The bottom largest

section was children, the middle, slightly smaller section was working adults, and the top of the

pyramid was seniors. This worked out well, because the younger population was able to Onancially

support and care for the much smaller older segment.

We no longer have that pyramid. In most countries, the population distribution now looks like a light

bulb, with a narrow base of children, a bulbous segment of adults, and a narrowing but still very

large segment of older adults.

Part of the equation is the fact that life spans have gotten longer, which is wonderful. But the funds

to support this aging population — through social security and Medicare in the U.S., for example —

are dwindling, as the payer base is shrinking so dramatically.

Another problem is the fact that we won’t have the labor force required to keep the economy aPoat.

There aren’t enough children to Oll all the jobs after the adult population retires.

What’s the Cause?

According to Swan, there are likely a whole host of factors contributing to this reproductive

calamity. We can, however, rule out genetics, because the decline in sperm count is simply too

rapid. A 50% decline in just two generations cannot be explained by genetics.

That leaves us with environmental causes. Environmental causes can be broadly divided into two

broad categories: Lifestyle and chemicals. Lifestyle factors that negatively impact fertility include:

Obesity

Smoking

Binge drinking

Stress

On the chemical side, we know that a great number of chemicals can impact fertility either directly

or indirectly, but the most concerning class are endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs).  EDCs

disrupt hormones, including sex hormones necessary for reproductive function.

Many EDCs will mimic hormones, effectively taking their place. But, of course, the chemical doesn’t

function the way the natural hormone does, so whatever that hormone controls won’t function well

either. As explained in the 2019 report, “Male Infertility and Environmental Factors”:

“Classically the EDCs bind to the androgen or estrogen receptor triggering an agonist or

antagonist action. These in turn lead to increased or decreased gene expression of sex-

speci6c genes.

In addition, EDCs act on steroidogenic enzymes and the metabolism of hormones, for

example, inhibit the activity of 5-α reductase, which is the most important enzyme in the

production of dihydrotestosterone and hence the regulation of the masculinization of the

external genitalia and the prostate.

Furthermore, P450 enzymes in the liver that metabolize steroid hormones may be affected.

In animal models EDCs affect hormone receptor levels. In addition to the effect on

hormone action, animal experiments suggest that EDCs may also result in epigenetic

changes and miRNA levels.”

Swan suspects EDCs are a primary culprit in infertility, in part because we’re surrounded by them

every day of our lives. We’re exposed to them through our food, water, personal care products,

furniture, building materials, plastics and much more.

In Utero Exposure to EDCs Can Drive Down Fertility

The most vulnerable time of a person’s life is in utero. This is when the building blocks for your

reproductive system are laid down, and exposure to EDCs at this time can wreak havoc with a

child’s adult reproductive capacity. Since the fetus shares the mother’s body, everything the mother

is exposed to, the fetus is exposed to.

As explained in the video, a boy’s reproductive system is dependent on a certain level of

testosterone for proper development. If the testosterone level is too low, his reproductive system

will be impaired to some degree. In short, without suecient testosterone, the boy’s reproductive

system will “default” to female. He will be feminized, or as Swan describes it, “incompletely

masculinized.”

Phthalates Are in Everybody

Swan was tipped off to investigate phthalates by a chemist at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, who noted that these EDCs have been found in everybody, including pregnant

women.

“ Animal studies have shown that when a
pregnant mother is fed phthalates in early
pregnancy, her male offspring will have smaller
and less developed reproductive organs.”

SpeciOcally, phthalates have been shown to disrupt the reproductive development of males,

because they lower testosterone levels and incomplete male development in animals has now

become so prevalent, there’s even a name for it: phthalate syndrome.

Animal studies have shown that when a pregnant mother is fed phthalates in early pregnancy, her

male offspring will have smaller and less developed reproductive organs. His testicles may not be

descended, his penis may be smaller, and his anogenital distance (the distance between the anus

and the genitals) tends to be shorter.

Swan was the Orst to study the anogenital distance in human male infants, and was able to conOrm

phthalate syndrome is occurring in humans as well. Boys born of women with high levels of

phthalic metabolites in their urine — speciOcally those that lower testosterone — had phthalate

syndrome, and the severity was dose-dependent.

Swan then replicated the study with another set of mothers and their babies, and found the same

result. The next question then is, does a shorter anogenital distance result in lower sperm count?

According to Swan, boys with a short anogenital distance are more likely to have reproductive

defects such as undescended testicles and defects of the penis. He’s also more likely to develop

testicular cancer at an earlier age than normal, and he’s more likely to be sub-fertile.

So, it is her professional conclusion that phthalate exposure in utero is “undoubtedly part of the

explanation of the decrease in sperm count and fertility.” Phthalates and polyPuoroalkyl substances

(PFAS) have also been linked to reduced bone mineral density in male teens,  which could have

signiOcant implications later in life.

Common Sources of Phthalate Exposure

Phthalates are found in plastics. They’re what make the plastic soft and Pexible, so wherever you

Ond soft and pliable plastic, you Ond phthalates. Examples include:

Vinyl clothing, such as raincoats and rubber boots

Plastic shower curtains

Plastic tubing of all kinds

Foods that have been processed through plastic tubing, such as dairy products (the milking

machines have plastic tubing)

Phthalates also increase absorption and help retain scent and color, so you’ll Ond them in:

Cosmetics, perfumes and personal care products

Scented household products such as laundry soap and air fresheners

Pesticides

As noted by Swan, phthalates are only one class of EDCs. There are several others, including

phytoestrogens, dioxins, Pame retardants, phenols, PCBs and polyaromatic hydrocarbons.

Phthalates, however, are among the most hazardous for male reproductive health due to their

ability to block testosterone.

Joe Rogan also recently interviewed Shaw about this. An excerpt is included below. The full

interview is available on Spotify.

Phenols Increase Female Sex Hormones

The phenols, such as bisphenol-A (BPA), have the opposite effect in that they make plastic more

rigid and hard. In the human body, they increase the female hormone estrogen, resulting in breast

development and a Pabby midsection. BPA also damages the DNA in sperm.  Like phthalates, BPA

and other bisphenols are extremely pervasive. They’re found in:

The lining of tin cans

Dental sealants

Nonstick food wrappers (food wrappers also contain PFAS)

Hard plastic sippy cups and bottles

Carpeting

Personal care products such as shampoos and lotions

The Good News

The good news here is that many of the chemicals that are most harmful to reproduction are not

persistent, and your body can eliminate them in four to six hours.

Sperm production take about 70 days from start to Onish, so over time, a man may be able to

reverse some of the damage, provided it’s not congenital. The problem, of course, is that most

people are exposed to multiple sources 24/7, so successful detox means you have to stop taking

them in.

Another piece of good news is that researchers have shown that if you clean up the environment of

the offspring from a toxic, unhealthy rat, normal reproductive capacity is restored after three

generations of clean living.

While this is a relatively quick Ox for rats, the life span of which is only two years, it’s not quite as

simple for humans. Three generations in human terms is about 75 years, “but we can start in that

direction,” Swan says, by making sure we a) don’t expose children to EDCs in utero, and b) eliminate

further exposure during childhood if the child was exposed in utero.

Forever Chemicals in Our Food and Water

While phthalates and bisphenols are nonpersistent, PFAS — a class of chemicals that are pervasive

in soil, water, and human bodies — are so persistent they’re known as “forever chemicals.” In Maine,

farmers are now blowing the whistle, warning that PFAS on farmland are a “slow-motion disaster.”

How do the chemicals get there? While spills and seepage from industrial sites are part of the

problem in some areas, the most prevalent source of the contamination is biosolids — toxic human

waste sludge — which is being marketed as an affordable fertilizer.

In 2019, I wrote about how the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has failed to adequately

regulate the biosolids industry, thereby allowing massive quantities of toxic materials to be

introduced into our food supply.

You can learn more about this in the Natural News documentary “Biosludged,” above. PFAS

accumulate in the soil and is transferred into your food. Proof of this can be seen in food testing,

which in 2017 found PFAS chemicals in 10 of the 91 foods tested.

Chocolate cake had the highest amount — 250 times above the advisory limit for drinking water.

(There’s currently no limit for food.) Nearly half of the meat and Osh tested also contained double

the advisory limit for water. Leafy greens grown within 10 miles of a PFAS plant also contained very

high amounts. As you might expect, PFAS also accumulate in your body.

Maine Takes Action

In Maine, PFAS contaminated water wells have sparked both outrage and action. A March 2022

article in The Maine Monitor spells out the game plan:
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article in The Maine Monitor spells out the game plan:

“Maine is the 6rst state to comprehensively test for the impacts of forever chemicals from

sludge spreading on farmland, a practice occurring nationwide where fully half of

wastewater sludge is land-applied. Consequently, Maine has had to pioneer policy actions,

moving to implement recommendations of a year-long PFAS task force.

The next policy step must be passage of LD 1911, which would ban land application of

sludge and the land application or sale of compost derived from sludge. Two dozen

companies and municipalities are licensed to convert sludge into compost, despite the

state’s own 6nding that 89% of 6nished compost samples exceeded the screening level for

PFOA, a common PFAS compound.

Adam Nordell, co-owner of Songbird Farm in Unity — another site of high PFAS

contamination — summarized the importance of LD 1911 this way: ‘No one can undo the

historic contamination of our land. But we know enough now to turn off the tap.’

A second bill before the Legislature, LD 1639, would prevent the state-owned Juniper Ridge

land6ll, managed by Casella Waste Systems, from accepting construction and demolition

debris that originated out of state and is laden with PFAS and other toxics, increasing the

contaminated leachate entering the Penobscot River.”

Toxic Pesticides

Communities in Maryland and Massachusetts have also conOrmed that pesticides used against

mosquitoes were contaminated with PFAS, even though they’re not supposed to contain such

chemicals. In April 2022, the Pesticide Action Network (PAN) reported:

“EPA claimed that there were no PFAS chemicals used in this way, but independent testing

revealed that there was PFAS contamination in pesticides being used by mosquito control

districts — of 14 mosquito control products tested, half were found to contain PFAS. These

products are heavily applied across communities, often weekly, from Spring through Fall.

In response to these concerns, EPA claimed that the PFAS contamination was due to

leaching from Juorinated plastic HDPE storage containers. While this explanation has been

touted by many as proof that PFAS contamination of pesticides is not a serious concern,

the testing in Maryland and Massachusetts revealed that three products were

contaminated from another source than the containers.

Beyond this kind of contamination, PFAS are active ingredients in at least 40 pesticide

products used worldwide. And this only accounts for pesticides that include PFAS as an

active ingredient.

PFAS products are a popular surfactant (helps spray more easily) so PFAS may also be

used as inert ingredients in pesticides, which unfortunately don’t have to be reported since

chemical composition falls under ‘trade secret’ jurisdiction.

It is clear that PFAS are present in a variety of commonly-used pesticide products,

regardless of storage conditions. No research has been done on the synergistic effects of

PFAS and pesticides — which we know pose their own set of human and environmental

health risks.”

Again and again, the EPA has failed in its duty to protect public health from chemicals that wreak

havoc on human health, fetal development and fertility. As noted by PAN, “EPA has engaged in a

regulatory stalling tactic — changing the deOnition of what is considered to be a PFAS to shirk

responsibility.”

The new “working deOnition” of PFAS has been considerably narrowed from what it was, thereby

excluding many chemicals used in drugs and pesticides. To counter the EPA’s deliberate

shortcomings, the U.S. Congress has also introduced a bill (HR.5987 — the PFAS DeOnition

Improvement Act ) that would require the EPA to use the widest and most comprehensive

deOnition of PFAS.

I join PAN in urging you to call on your representatives to co-sponsor this bill. Maine and Maryland

have also proposed bills to prevent PFAS contamination in pesticides speciOcally.

It’s hard to be optimistic when faced with such dire statistics as a 1% reduction in male fertility per

year. But if we care about life, we must at least try to turn things around. One step in the right

direction would be to eliminate EDCs from common use. In the meantime, men and women of

childbearing age would be wise to take precautions and clear out anything that might expose them

to these chemicals in their day-to-day lives, before they try to conceive.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,241 ratings

ORDER NOW
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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A beautiful man (who also has ED) in my life who defends Fauci and works for Gilead... blah blah blah ... he's deep in the heart of the

matter and really tried to help me see his way on everything and all that he knows from working there. He's shot up and boosted - and

now has been diagnosed with prostate cancer. Lovely. He will tell you, over the past six months, his body has been failing. He's also a

diabetic and on medication for heart issues, etc., it seems every problem is being ampliOed right now. But he won't discuss if it's vax

related because it's NOT.

Period. So this got me thinking... what if LIFE really is a 'choose your own adventure?' He chooses to believe in pharma, has been in it

for 36 years, retired wealthy, and now doesn't believe he's got two years left. Since he's not going to listen to me, but he really is a

beautiful intelligent human being - not just some brainwashed blank faced person - I got the idea for our lives being a 'choose your

own adventure' kind of thing. Example: I choose to have hope, I choose to dream when I am unhappy, I choose to laugh and smile and

seek pleasure in this world that is so full of toxins and toxic people.

I won't stop having fun and I deOnitely won't stop exploring!! I'll keep trying to solve the problems I can solve, but they won't take my

faith or my intuition. And I think they are coming after both! We, especially my like minded people on here, we should be very guarded

to what we allow into our minds and hearts. I think if they steal our joy, they've won. Don't let 'em.
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stoneharbor
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Well stated, Loves, beginning to end. Keep thinking and encouraging!
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Thank you Stone! I appreciate it! xo
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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I almost let the depression happen, but no more. I choose to be joyful and thankful. Today is a gift. That’s why it’s called the

present.
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kwik54
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Nice that you can maintain such a positive outlook. It's not always easy to do-especially with the way things are today. My dad

used to say, "Mournful or merry musing is largely in the choosing". I guess he was right.
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I love the way you think
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM
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Loves...you are so wise. Thank you for helping me to re-focus myself.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/14/2022 12:11:34 PM
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Choose your own adventure, I love it, loves to sing! We are co-creators of our lives, for sure. Thank you. xooxoxo
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jerseygirl5
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It's amazing how VERY intelligent people (seemingly) could be so blind. My daughter is a chemical engineer and VERY careful

about what she eats, she grows lots of her own produce, is very careful with the use of body care and home chemicals but

rushed right out to get the jab. She hates big businesses and insists on buying from small companies, refuses to buy from

Amazon BUT trusts big pharma with an experimental drug for which there is no liability. BLOWS MY MIND. We have had horrible

Oghts because neither I nor her biochemist father will get the jab.
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Thanks love, great story. For you and Jerseygirl15 here is a partial explanation. "You've got your two shots, you've got your two

boosters, you're double masked, and yet nothing has changed. How stupid do you feel? Don't feel stupid at all. Why. Because

you're stupid."
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This is lovely. I have been shifting between trying my best screaming at the top of my lungs to get people to wake and just

letting them live their story. I realized by watching others in this space of waking up to the lies that in the end we can only write

our own story and it is a glorious wonderful adventure. I have slid down the entire rabbit hole and no longer worry about

contagion theory. THAT IS SO FREEING. I have several friends who are newly single also due to the chemical and lifestyle

poisoning going on. It is so sad. I hope to Ond a tribe to live out the rest of this story and hopefully bring some family along for

the ride. Will see.
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM
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Years ago I had a country doctor who was a real man, dedicated to making people well. He had a motto that I have printed out

several times: Pain is inevitable; misery is optional. Keep thinking positive. And thanx for sharing your beautiful thinking, as well

as the other wisdom that you frequently share here.
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Lovestosing, God bless, and I hope your husband pulls through. I'll pray for both of you. You keep doing what you do best! You

keep telling the truth!
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Thank you guys so so much.  Kwick - I love those old sayings! Your dad - so wise! Scatcat - I know about screaming - now I just

sit in wonder at blind trust! Plastic - that sure is a wise country doctor! Wish we had them around again! Jerseygirl - doesn't it

make your head spin? Even now that we can add some of this disaster up, people are still getting shots. My dear friend has not

four, but now they're saying Ove or six aneurisms - that's her 'second opinion' guy at Mayo. I asked her if they're growing - how

did the Orst guy only Ond two? Then four upon going 'in' - and now the new guy says six? Something is really really wrong! Of

course, she's shot up and boostered and they won't connect that to her stroke and aneurisms, right? So sad.
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I agree on all counts! Yes, both components of the Covid bioweapon (Covid and the jab) amplify existing tendencies. And we

must not let them rob us of our joy. But ignorance is bliss, for a while. If if you are awake then remaining joyful and hopeful

requires huge inner strength. I get mine from a deep faith in life and nature. And i am thinking maybe i need a month detox from

following what is being done. Yes I chose this journey but it's not easy!
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I usually say, "No cure for stupid!" But that's just me. We realize that IQ is quite different from Common sense. We see it in our

friends and families. They've gone off the rails. Let them go! See my Orst sentence.
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I am highly opposed to the ’woke’ culture of normalizing all the transgender BS and destroying and targeting children. As a nurse who

studied biology and child development, I have, however, wondered if the hormone disrupting chemicals present everywhere are

contributing in some way. And if that’s the case focus treatment should be aimed at that aspect and NOT at cutting off body parts and

making people think the so called problem is normal’.
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A certain amount of gender dysphoria is to be expected on a bell-shaped curve. In some cultures, these few individuals had a

special role in society and were highly-esteemed. The problem, nowadays, in some places is that gender dysphoria reached

10-30%. This is unnatural and rePects serious health problems in a society, whether mental or physical. Perhaps this is nature's

way of dealing with overpopulation and limiting reproduction? Loss of reproductive capacity is a primary sign of poor health in a

group. There is a real problem with intersex individuals. It is sad because they will have many struggles and their conditions are

not their fault.

Many also experience unique health risks. There are no fast or easy solutions to this as so much land has already been

contaminated--along with it, the food chain. These things take time and commitment to reverse. The demographics have

shifted to cities and many people are no longer in a position to produce their own food since the most common lifestyle is

apartment rental. Even so, people could do more to help themselves by seeking sources of food from the wild. Time spent in

front of the tv or not needing to mow lawns could be spent in the forests, etc.

There are clean forests. You may need to ask permission to enter private lands in come cases. Where possible, look for organic

CSA's, etc. I have found organic grocers to be highly unreliable as there are so many loopholes in laws. For example, certain

imported foods may be grown organically, but repeatedly sprayed with fungicides, etc.--in order to enter the country--chemicals

that leave a residue. Unless you produce your own food or know your source well, it is diecult to know what you are actually

buying.
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Good point Don.
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To me as signiOcant if not more so as the decline in sperm count is the change in Orst menses in women. In 1940 the age of

Orst menstruation averaged 15. In 1980 the average age was 12. Now the average age of Orst menstruation is 10 or less. What 9

year old female is physically or mentally prepared for pregnancy or motherhood? My daughters , born in 1968 and 1970, started

their periods at age 10. They had mature female characteristics at 12 as did many of their peers. I saw only problems and no

beneOts from that situation. They attracted the attention of older boys which they were not prepared for. I wasn't worried about

the sex part but because of the possible pregnancy problem.

I did not want them using the pill because, obviously their hormones were not optimal already. The pill would make that worse.

My house became a party destination on purpose. The most dangerous thing for a teenager is a case of beer and a car. I would

rather they tried out drugs and such at home and not on the road. Fortunately my daughters friends were mainly the nerds and

artists that are running tech now so things did not get too wild. I also had two stepsons. My lecture was "There are good

reasons people like drugs and sex and rock and roll. Injury caused by those are not usually permanent, but you are building a

body that you may want to be in good shape for decades so wait until you are 22 to try drugs.

What I do not want you to do is ride a motorcycle. The best rider in the world is at the mercy of the worst driver. If you are lucky,

you will be dead. Too many are permanently brain and body damaged. My oldest son did not heed that and at the age of 45 has

had seisures and skeletal problems since he was 25. I also kept condoms in the kitchen drawer. Use them for decorations or

water balloons but you have no excuses. The teenager visitors would raid the refrigerator and pantry. Many times I heard that

there was no food. The problem was that there was only real food.
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Don: Did you not also study evolution, the basis of biology? A professor of genetics told me that the people who "believe"

evolution the least are biologists. If any could disprove evolution he/she would be the most famous scientist in their Oeld.

Evolution tends to weed out, over time, natural characteristics that harm the survival of any species. Homosexuals, male and

female, must have contributed something to the survival of the species else they would not exist. Of course that happened long

before civilization and "morally correct" thinking. As a counter argument the transgender surgeries and hormone treatments are

modern accomodations that have nothing to do with evolution. I feel we are still feeling out that morass. You may be right about

the effects of hormone disrupting chemicals on gender identity but as history, ancient Greeks, Kinsey, Oscar Wilde and Gertrude

Stein have made evident. it is not a new phenomenum.
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I could not agree more. I’ve had my suspicions about this for over a decade now. I also tend to believe that they’ know that this

effect is part and parcel of of the purposeful destruction they have committed on the earth with their poisons. I also think those

same people have instigated this trans-this and that dogma to obscure the fact that they brought this about for their express,

purposeful agenda. Call me a cynical skeptic, but they’ have proven to be unethical, immoral, destructive stewards of our

beautiful earth, and I will not ever again give them the beneOt of the doubt.
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axkershaw: I don't know who did those studies. They may be accurate or not. But I had my Orst menses when I was twelve and

I'm in my 70's. We didn't have any plastics in our house. We raised our own goats, chickens, geese and ate their meat and eggs.

We cooked everything from scratch. No fast foods, cakes, candy or soda in our house. We never ate out until I was dating in

Senior Year of high school. Likewise when I was raising my children, We grew our own food, cooked everything from scratch.

Rarely ate out. No candy, soda or junk food in our home. My daughter was premature and an athlete and had her Orst menses at

13.

Maybe we're different. But one thing that is prevalent among myself and my sisters, we all went through an early menopause in

our 30's. Dr's are and were conditioned not to recognize that because most women do not go through menopause until their

50's. Mis-diagnosis??? My daughter had multiple miscarriages and lots of female problems, which all her doctors did was to

treat her with the pill. Well, the pill causes inPammation of the lining of the uterus, then they want to treat you for that instead of

getting at the problem.

What else is new under the sun? I do agree that the age of a girl's Orst menstruation is getting younger and younger. Many girls

in history were between the age of 13 and 15 years old. Some younger. But 9 and 10 is a disaster. One addition, plastics and Soy

are ruining boys. Hence, there will be no "real men" in the future unless everyone takes some responsibility instead of waiting

for the government and the corporations to do the right thing. I always say to my husband. We MUST always put our money

where our mouth is and stop buying the poisons they are trying to kill us with.
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This is what I have always thought about all the transgender nonsense. If you don't have enough testosterone in utero, female is

the default state. No wonder you feel like a girl. It is not normal.
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Learn to take care of yourself and accept the present situation. A society built on reliance of others seems rather foolish. We should all

be more resilient and capable Orst.
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This is a wise approach to life. We may wish it were different, but that does not make it so. We must deal with reality and life the

way it is. Don't go looking for help where there isn't any. Understand that your best help may be at the far end of your elbow.
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Not sure why this is being overlooked: the US has been in a corporatocracy for at least the past 25 years, promoted and

magniOed by mainstream tv advertising of drugs ad nauseum, with a "pill for every ill" starting around 1998 - 1999. Its no secret

the almighty dollar rules corporate bottom lines, including the bottom lines of major medical facilities, aka hospital groups, now

employing about 80% of US doctors and health care workers. These large "health care" monopolies are obscene, with

administrators dictating proper practice and protocols, primarily to "keep their system running", and reimbursements Powing

from Medicare, Medicaid and private insurers.

Despite Federal agencies formed during the Nixon administration years ago to protect and insure human health, these have

been quickly and sequentially "captured" by money and political support, to focus on corporate well-being, not the health of our

kids or grandkids.  There is no choice but to be self-reliant, most systems point to extreme corporate corruption, no longer any

viable safety net for anyone. This video clip of Senator Rand Paul grilling the head of Homeland Security may awaken some to

cartoon characters now running these agencies. Its more theater of absurd and in-your-face ignorant governance: WHITE

HOUSE “SPEECH POLICE” GETTING SHUT DOWN? - www.bitchute.com/.../BrJC44RS0G2I
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“Fine words don’t produce food.”—African proverb   If you want real food, you are going to have to make an effort. Individual

responsibility.
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Frankly I blame Western Governments, they made it necessary that women were required to work. Mothers should never be asked to

go out to work if they have children at home. Back in the 70s & 80s, again Governments didn't support infertile couples, not even with

adoption. We were considered too old if one of a couple was over 30. Frankly the Governments ended up with exactly what they

created. They knew the Plan for Extinction was in play, they are only now talking about the 2nd generation of young world leaders,

while none of the 2nd generation are close to being considered young. Now I feel the blame is all on the Virus Vaxxes, regards of how

they cut is.

Being elderly now, I have absolutely no regrets any long that we couldn't have children. I don't have to fret for their future or that of any

grandchildren. It's no longer a world where I want to see children inherit what the highly selOsh few are starting to dictate, that life will

become. If I am the sole survivor from our very long and happy marriage, I will decided when it's my end. I will not give that right to

anyone else after seeing my mother die in an Aged Care Facility. Her demise was from pure neglect of malnutrition and dehydration. At

least she died from old age at 88 and not from the Vax.
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Trying to get pregnant, never did, during the 80's, stopped using insecticides/fungicides in our garden. The thought was to stop,

then start again once children arrived. After 2 months zero chemicals in the garden, learned something shocking about insects.

There are more good insects than bad insects. What does this mean? Going zero chemicals in the garden, put my garden into

balance with Nature. Insect issues that remained were easily handled, literally. Aphids? Beetles? Smashed them with my Ongers,

left their carcasses on the plant to repel their buddies. Poof, zero insect issues. Later learned, n-p-k fertilizers toxic to soil,

killing fungi and other organisms. Stopped using npk fertilizer. Thunderstorms Ox nitrogen from the air, raining it down onto our

soil.

Plant choices are mostly native, near native, and soil is prepared ahead of planting with lime, zone 8-red clay, horse manure if I

can Ond it, my own compost pile leaves/etc, and tilling. Buying vegetable plants this year, decided not to. How do I know what is

in the soil? Sludge, insecticides, fungicides? Literally, picked up a tomato plant for the cart, my hand/heart responded, Danger

Will Robinson. I put it back. A few days later, friend from Church called, asked if I wanted some of her vegetable plants she

raised from seed.................YES. Next year, growing my own from seed. Ironic, was professional propagator for several years in

my 20's. Garden & Be Well.........................
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We chose not to have children for the same reasons. Choice validated by the globalist mandated actions of world economic

forum, Trudeau, and their true masters; the bankers.
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I think we are seeing much of the opposite nowadays. So many young people are dying from what used to be considered

diseases of the elderly. Cardiovascular problems, for example. Much has to do with vaxination, diet and lifestyle. Those of older

generations may still be living on more traditional diets, owning their own homes and working in their gardens. How often do

you hear of grandparents raising their grandchildren? In my experience, there are many healthy elders who are outliving younger

generations. They are also more active and able to work harder. With the exception of farm kids, many young people have no

stamina for physical labor on the business end of a shovel.

Working out at a gym or being on a sports team does not develop the same muscles needed for routine labor. We have had

many young men who claim to be athletes come to work for us. They discover the work is too hard and do not last beyond noon

of their Orst day. Often, we see older men (in their 70s and even older) still doing heavy physical labor without compliant. They

have built up their bodies over many years and learned how to move eeciently. They outwork the younger men and also have

additional skills such as running or repairing equipment.
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In reality the governments role was more related to allowing corporations who wanted to increase their incomes to raise the

prices of all of their products. Businesses use "focus groups" and alleged academics to guide them in making business

decisions. In doing so back in the late 60's they noticed that the general savings plans of American families had risen higher

than ever before. The money being saved was good for the families but not for businesses. They were used to collecting a

certain percentage of disposable income from the public. To get their share and more they all decided to raise prices. Foods for

example almost doubled in price. Families found it necessary to send a second household member into the work force just to

be able to eat.

When the disposable income of the now two earner households kept going up so did the prices and the percentage the

corporate world wanted of those incomes. Add the rash of credit cards which are known to make purchases even more

convenient; and the overall debt of the households increased. This opened the door for the banking industry to join the fray and

push interest rates now beyond 25% in most states. If you had a credit card balance over $1000.00 in the 1970's you were the

exception. Now there are individuals with balances exceeding $10,000.00 and more. You have heard the term "if you build it

they will come". For business and governments it is more like "if you earn it we will come to take it".
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There’s truth in what you say, lynaran, however politically incorrect to modern ears. Women’s lib was a gigantic con - they drew

the short straw - trying to maintain a career to pay the mortgage if lucky enough to get one, while caring for babies, keeping on

top of the housework, shopping, cooking and cleaning. It just meant mothers became full time multi-taskers, unless affording

child care and a home help. There was a time when you chose either a career or motherhood and there was no shame in that.

Not that there should not be choice, but it can require two salaries to make ends meet with rising rents, fuel and food prices -

unless our priorities change and we return to basics, re-acquire skills we once had - sewing and mending, home cooking and

saving up for extras.

The most precious commodity now, it seems, is time. Just as well the demographic has changed as the elderly, if Ot and well,

are now child minders. The selling of social housing in the UK in the 80’s, plus zero hour contracts have resulted in unaffordable

private rents and the new poor stuck long hours in dead end jobs. A very pertinent cartoon in our local (free) rag yesterday

depicted a child street beggar sitting with cap in hand and a notice saying “please help: two working parents to support.” Boris

should be ashamed. There was the iron age, the stone age and now the plastic age.

We are fortunate in that there is a thriving local exchange of e.g. children’s toys, baby equipment and clothes - sometimes free

or for a nominal sum. We can limit consumer culture (shopping and fast food) and vote with our wallet for small businesses

offering fresh, traditionally produced food without reams of packaging - prioritise our own shelf life rather than the shelf life of

the product. At least some supermarkets now offer home delivery without paper receipts and plastic bags. Next up, those

useless, face diapers that will bring environmental mayhem when abandoned in their millions.
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cabochon: Love your comment Soooo True!
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What's wrong to make less babies, and, as a consequence, to have less people on this planet? The air will be cleaner, our animals will

have more space to roam , rivers cleaner, and so on. I am convinced, the purpose of women on this planet not to have as many children

as possible in her life time, but to raise one or two to the highest standard, kind and intelligent.
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What is wrong to have less people? Nothing. What is wrong is to play God and reducing them in nefarious ways unbeknownst to

the people. What is wrong is people such as ttn7292 dictating or even suggesting how many children another woman should

have.
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There is absolutely nothing wrong with being a responsible parent for the children we create. In fact that is how it should be.

However, when a government deliberately taxes these responsible people beyond reason for the purpose of "giving" all life

sustaining support elements to people who refuse to be responsible for themselves "Huston, we have a problem". This is what

liberal / socialism has done all over the world and most deOnitely here in the U.S. Along with growing populations we have lost

the will to grow even moderately intelligent members of that population.

Give a man a Osh and he eats today. Teach a man to Osh and he eats forever. We no longer teach men to Osh. We teach them

Orst how to scam the system and then how to blame others for ones condition in life. Right today there are tens of millions of

"HELP WANTED" signs all over. But there are tens of millions of people who would rather get paid to continue to vote for the free

hand outs. Eventually this situation must collapse. And it will.
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No one is forcing you to make lots of babies, ttn7292. No one elected you god either.
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Well said ttn! I said similarly in a different post: "At present we seem to be more threatened by overpopulation of this very scary

species than threatened by extinction." Sad that people chose to want to differ with you. I see they utterly mistook what you

were saying. You were not forcing the issue, just saying it can be good if some families choose to have less children (even zero)

these days. Good things may occur on this Earth stemming from that choice. I agree with you.
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TTN....The point is that the West do NOT need any help to depopulate. Our populations are dropping like a stone. But

WORLDWIDE is a completely different story as per Garyha's "spot on" comment.
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Well said "ttn".
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Interesting Olm on biosludge, although it's deOnitely not a new topic. More than 40 years ago when I worked in southwest Ohio, the Ove

county area was faced with a plan to transport municipal sludge from Indianapolis to spread in one or two rural Ohio counties on the

Ohio/Indiana border. One glaring problem was that the sludge contained waste from the Eli Lily drug manufacturing plant. After a

public hearing on the subject, this scheme was halted. Can't say what's happened since. As for Milorganite, that's been suspect for

many decades.

Almost every municipal sewage treatment plant probably has had at one time or another a program to sell dewatered sludge to the

public. Since no sewage treatment plant is capable of extracting every single harmful entity in the euuent it receives - street

petroleum runoff, every drug you've taken which will eventually be Pushed out of you in your pee or poop, lawn chemical runoff, illegal

dumping of wastes, etc. - there's truth in the old saying "garbage in, garbage out." This is the recycling you'd prefer not to think about.

Whether it's surveillance capitalism - Google, Facebook, Microsoft, etc. - or municipal waste, the urge to monetize is a disease which

ensnares everyone, consequences be damned. Recall that in the early 1930's a Department of Agriculture publication lamented, then,

the mineral depletion of the soil. This was before the development and widespread use, post-WWII, of chemical fertilizers.
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It seems that by the time humans get this Oxed and the fertility is no longer dropping, possibly the human population will have

decreased to a much more sustainable level and all will be much closer to optimum. One can only hope. At present we seem to be

more threatened by overpopulation of this very scary species than threatened by extinction. No worries here, but it's nice to read some

heartening statistics. I have total faith that our species will survive while thousands of much more vulnerable species we've already

classiOed as endangered will disappear.
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I sure feel like that is their goal. If the world can't see what a ginormous experiment this was - I'm not even sure it's worth

saving. You know?
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Stoneharbor - you may want to go back up to the last video - I think you missed what Mike Adams is saying in "bio-sludged"

(above). Toxins spread over farmers Oelds ends up going back to cities in a continuous loop of recycling. This amounts to a

massive contamination across the nation's heartland. How to "Ox it" as you say? Somehow we can kiss off $30 Billion to support

Ukraine, one of the 5th most corrupt countries IN THE WORLD, yet we cannot invest at home in effective incineration to break

this toxic cycling of waste: heavy metals, micro-plastics, drug metabolites and worse? Don't want to appear like I am supporting

war; however, large swaths the US will be uninhabitable if this widespread farmland contamination continues, nevermind human

fertility issues.
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rrealrose, I totally agree. I didn't view the Mike Adams statement, but I agree with what you say about it. Notice I was only

commenting that lower population can be good, and that I have no fear humanity will be "wiped out" by these toxins, etc. I was

saying nothing about how badly the Earth my plunge into desperate times and ugly surroundings. That's a different, actually

more serious issue. But still, less population will by itself help that situation. I was just posting on another group this morning

where the discussion revolved around probable shortages of cement, steel, ammonia and plastics all of which are dependent on

fossil fuels being plentiful (for both their manufacture and their transport), yet the creation of these modern products is

continually adding to the pollution of our environment.

I wrote: "I'm just not sure that enough REALIZATIONS will arise in our conservative WRITERS' minds which will generate enough

WARNINGS which will be DIGESTED by suecient populations to allow us to TAKE ACTION to stop most of the threats that are

yet to materialize. We've already seen massive die-off of Monarch butterPies across the planet. Same for many species. In

some ways, humans are more vulnerable to massive die-off than most other species. Think what other species creates within

its own industry CHEMICALS that cause impotence world-wide, or seem to encourage into powerful positions, PSYCHOPATHS

that manage the fate of millions, to give two examples.

And there's still the human ability to make certain things like AMMONIA (fertilizer) so readily available that the entire human

food supply (short of wild, native plants) becomes precariously balanced on its CONTINUED manufacture and distribution." So

this is way serious, and more critical than just an impotence problem. For even once people realize what needs to happen, THEY,

as a mass don't have control. The legislatures and courts and dictators have CONTROL still.
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Stoneharbor, don't want to sound too many alarm bells but listening to Wendy Myers about detoxing heavy metals can be fairly

depressing. Way too much water has already Powed over the dam!! More is coming out; however its being overshadowed by

wars, threats of nuclear attack, "climate change" agendas, and sabre rattling out of China. Here's an example from 2020: Forever

chemicals’ found in Chesapeake region's freshwater Osh" - -

www.bayjournal.com/news/Osheries/forever-chemicals-found-in-chesapeak..  - - - - - and you can Ond similar articles from

Wash State, Oregon, California, NY State, Michigan and Colorado.

Considering strong rainstorms in the news, run-off from millions of acres of polluted farmland carrying toxins and who or what

is consuming those Osh, the whole ecosystem is being polluted: water evaporates and comes back down elsewhere bringing

toxins along with rain. Most ocean Osh are already way too contaminated. So easy to assume that small animals that drink from

streams and rivers are already at risk as are human brains sometime in the near future, as Osh consumption has been a major

support for proper mental performance..."Beyond Meat or Impossible Burgers anyone?
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Hey harbor, I see much more rapid and devastating threats to humans and the biosphere besides toxins. A study of ancient

corals has shown that in the past sea level has risen as rapidly as 10 meters in 10 years. The scientists cast about for possible

explanations. They settled on the rapid descent of Antarctic ice sheets into the ocean. Greenland and Antarctica have a

combined mass of ice that will raise sea levels by over 200 ft. The road bed of the Golden Gate Bridge will be under water and

goggles will be needed to visit Google Hdqs. www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/article/rising-seas-ice-melt-new-s..

 There will likely be many more Fukushimas.

The billionaire class know this and they have established havens in the South. The water and air masses do not mix much

between North and South. 99% of the nuclear reactors are in the North, many situated on coastlines. That is why I am in

Ecuador. Not for me. I am too old. For my grandchildrens' and future generations. I hope to help build a self suecient intentional

community. Someplace that is less contaminated and healthy babies can be produced. Among the lore I hope to promulgate is

that privately held corporations are the root of all evil.

All the problems discussed on this site are created by corporations and not us. We did not decide to put lead in gasoline. We did

not decide to use DDT or other petroleum based products.We did not put endocrine disrupting chemicals and glyphosate in our

food supply. We did not decide to build nuclear reactors. We would have chosen plant based products like ethanol and others

developed by George Washington Carver and many other scientists long ago and still today. Old hippies never die, they just

compost away.
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As Dr. Shaw says, there are likely a whole host of factors contributing to this reproductive calamity. And I believe she is correct, and

the problems comes more than just plastics. Just a couple of years ago everything was advertised as NO BPA's inside. I don't see that

anymore; I guess out of sight, out of mind is still true. In the book Medisin, written by two Naturopaths They show where using soy

milk (Silk) will cause male children to have smaller and less developed reproductive organs. They also stated both sexes will have

pubic hair starting at just 3 years of age, and the male child will start having breast (woman type), starting in early teenage years.

Soy, Canola is made up of Omega 6 fatty acids and too much O6FAs are in our diets. Vegetable cooking oils and processed foods are a

good example of all the soy used. King Henry the VIII was a good example of not producing a male child. He would blame his wife,

decapitate her and get a new one. What henry did not know was that he was the problem. A women's egg is XX and all female, and a

male's sperm is XY. female and male. So, it is up to the man to produce a male heir to his so-called throne of today. Each generation

the Y (male) chromosome gets smaller and smaller. The male sperm is faster, but smaller and tires easily.

The female sperm is slower, larger and has greater endurance to reach and fertilize the egg. So much for the birds and the bees 101. It

may interest you that there are certain species on Earth that (truthfully) exist without males. Your assignment for tomorrow is to name

them. Only kidding! If we do not speak up and stop the insanity about what WE are allowing them (politicians, medical, food industry,

pharmaceutical, etc; to keep doing to us (Americans and the world population) We can kiss our Great, Great, Great, Grandchildren

goodbye. Now I will talk about other causes of Y chromosome failures. The Earth, the food, to be continued.....
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Back in 1934 Great men and women went before congress to share why the American people are STARVING to death. After

these great scientist, some Nobel Laurets, told them that our soils are depleted of minerals, needed for reproduction, strong

immune systems, and good health in general, (all written up in Government Document 264) the politicians all agreed that

something needed to be done. So, with all their mentality they decided that when a person is sick, they need rest. I believe these

scientists should have stayed at home and talked to the walls instead of explaining what colloidal minerals from eating plants

can do to improve the health of humans and their farm animals.

So, the politicians all hugged and shook hands for coming up with a great idea, 'to rest the soil'.(?) So they found rich farmers

that had lots of land and proposed to them; we will subsidize you in millions each year to do nothing. (And maybe they can wet

their beaks with contributions for their war chest when they run for re-election.) All that money each year comes from the

taxpayers, and you know who they are? If the minerals are not in the soil they will not be in the plant. So the food you eat is less

healthy and so shall you. The truth is farmers raise crops by the bushel and not by the mineral content. And synthetic fertilizers

NPK, indicting the amount of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in the fertilizer.

Plants as well as humans DO NOT have synthetic receptors to accept these synthetics and that is partially why there is so many

side effects in drugs, vaccines, etc. This is why they used aborted human fetus tissues to make up their covid vaccines. (Doesn't

work). I feel sorry for the future health of all the vaccinated also due to the SPIKE Protein in these vaccines. The Spike Protein

gets into the nucleus of the cell, and disables the chromosomal repair mechanism, which means your body cannot repair

genetic damage. Will this be passed on to future generations?
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The turn off the tap’ if I understand it, means to not fertilize the land with cow manure? Is this tied to the current do away with cows’

agenda? I do not follow some of the logic , stop composting. I had to look up compost and leaves. grass & manure were the 3 main

ingredients. If this is bad, why are forest so fertile? The forest compost themselves and are so healthy. In another article, Dr M said not

to till. This put a wack on my head as farmers always till. Our land has not been farmed in over 60 years and I was tilling for the past

few days and the aroma of my dads dairy farm Olled the air, cow manure. I take it, it is forever? 67 years and it is still present in the

soil?! If I have to decide between old time gardening and Bill Gates test tube meat, I die unhealthy with my garden. I was even thinking

of bringing soil from the woods to the garden. I can not equate this to bad.
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Easy to miss - "the most prevalent source of the contamination is biosolids — toxic human waste sludge — which is being

marketed as an affordable fertilizer." If I understood this right human waste sold as compost is being spread out in some

forests. One assumes because humans don't live there so why should we care. Thing is these chemicals affect all of Life in

Creation, however, the mammals are being affected the most strongly as far as we know. But the rest of creation most likely is

affected by proxy as we are one Life, and all is connected. Because cow manure most likely carries a certain amount of these

chem's because of the massive use of said chem's spreads contamination out far and wide, it is in us & our waste is where it

seems to be most concentrated in.

Any toxic load in most forest would not be as bad compared to those forest where deliberately "throwing away" offenders so to

appear to Ond a solution for concentrated human waste. Your forest may be as clean as one could get considering the many

offenders Creation is dealing with. (Glyphosate & so much more.) Doing the best you can as you are doing may be part of the

solution. If enough of us engage in Regen Sustainable Organic methods as the Carbon composting one would hope builds up

eventually many of these forever chemicals may be trapped & out of an area where the Web of Life does not pick them up to

poison not just humans, but not poison all of the Web of Life.
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ghOnn Biosolids from sewage plants, not cow manure. Biosolids that contains household chemicals such as laundry products

and drugs, including birth control pills.
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Land is like children. Each parcel is unique. Some soils can only be farmed with tilling. It also depends what cattle are fed if you

put manure on Oelds. I seem to recall that Maine is one of the few states with sophisticated incineration plants that reduce

wastes to a very small concentration that can be stored in DEQ toxic waste sites while capturing gases for industrial purposes.

This should be done nationwide. It would pay for itself in many ways in the long run although it would require an initial

investment. Males also need hard physical labor and exercise during preadolescent and teenage years for proper masculine

development. These years are also crucial preparation for those who will become healthy fathers donating healthy sperm in

their 20s.
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GhOnn - I like your idea about forest compost. Have you seen the YouTube channel by David the Good and his Survival

Gardening? He kind of recreates that food forest type of compost (he makes it look so easy, but I haven’t the space to do much

of what he describes). Happy gardening! I too would rather die in my garden than eat Bill Gates food!
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Everything Bill Gates and his cadre of wealthy reprobates do is for the money. He is as far from being an actual philanthropist as

I am being the Catholic Pope. He is an evil liar, thief and now the most infamous vaccine premeditated murderer in human

history.
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#Almond @Almond I do not know the technicals of replying to others who have no reply. Anyway, our cows were fed with natural

grains grown local, especially corn and hay. I remember the baleing to stock for the winter. The harvesting of ice off the pond ti

be stored in a barn warehouse and then used throughout the dummer to keep the milk chilled after milking. It was self

sustaining, food, livestock etc. The Maine process was used, if not still, by a local about 5 miles from me who covered his

manure, pretty big pile, captured the gas and ran or run(s) all his equipment off it. The town that grew near his farm complained

of the aroma. And as I have been around a while, he may have passed. But, the hindrance and secret attacks on small farms has

been going on for most of my memory. My plans are to revitalize my fathers dream after surviving Pearl & 20 years of human

manure. Maybe my daughter will want to come back and take it over, she has the love of earth in her. Stay well.
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"... In another article, Dr M said not to till...." There are lots of websites one can search about no-till farming/gardening:

duckduckgo.com/?q=no-till+farming+gardening&t=newext&atb=v282-..   ~~~ ALSO:

bodychargenutrition.com/farmers-increase-proOts-using-traditional-pra..   by Dr. Mercola ~~~ This email just arrived from

Ronnie Cummins OCA: bodychargenutrition.com/farmers-increase-proOts-using-traditional-pra..  
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Will anyone be held accountable?   nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/russia%E2%80%99s-alleged-theft-ukrainia..  Russia’s Alleged Theft

of Ukrainian Wheat Could Cause a Food Security Crisis   Ukraine’s deputy agriculture minister, Taras Vysotskiy, accused the Russian

military of stealing “several hundred thousand tons” of wheat from areas of Ukraine that it has occupied since the onset of the

invasion on February 24 The Ukrainian Foreign Ministry wrote in a tweet that the continued theft of Ukrainian grain would lead to “a

humanitarian disaster [and] the world’s food security crisis.”
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I cannot recall the last time there was any fresh fruit other than bananas and tangerines even marginally Ot for human

consumption. Now, nothing but bananas. So much fruit is rotten. I mentioned to a friend that the fruit bowl on her table looked

lovely. She replied that it is looks only, was picked green and tastes like crap. No one wants to eat it. Fortunately, we have fresh

rhubarb in addition to dried, canned and frozen fruit. The red kale we have been eating until just this week (bolting) has been a

godsend over the winter in terms of being a source of vitamin C--and prob bioPavenoids. I am watching weather and market

conditions. The food shortages are going to get much worse.

In addition to protein shortages (meat, eggs, esp.), I predict fruit shortages by fall of this year. At the very least, $much$ higher

prices. Potatoes. Make a special effort to put up fruit this summer--whatever you can Ond or grow. I hope you took the advice I

have been offering for many years, now, and planted an apple and plum tree. The best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago. In

order to cut down on sugar and other sweeteners, I cook home-grown dried prunes in half apple juice and half water. (We use

much less sweetener this way, but I suppose you could get by without any added.) Cover dried prunes with liquid, bring to a boil,

remove from stove and cover until cool.

If you want to add a sweetener, do it while hot so it will dissolve. I often make prunes for breakfast the last thing before bed.

There is no such thing as having too many apples. We have our own trees, glean and forage from neglected homestead trees. I

can apple sauce, apple juice, dry apple slices, can pie Olling, put apples in cold storage, make sparkling cider and

chutneys/relishes/mincemeat. Cinnamon can be added as a sweetener in smaller amounts. 1/8 t.+ added to a gallon of fresh

cider will help reduce the risk of contamination from E. coli that can occur in orchards if you stir & let it set a bit.
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-continued- Grapes can become a proliOc crop, too. They should enter reasonable production within 3 years of planting

established potted rooted vines. By 5 years, they should be approaching full production. Of course, over time, you may get huge

crops. I used to glean from a family that had only 2 vines. We picked from above and below their second story deck. Could never

have picked them all, even though I routinely process at least 200# a year in addition to what we eat fresh. If you have a source

of wild berries, put them up (best frozen, but I also can some). Pay special attention to any native fruits (and nuts), but make

sure they are not sprayed--esp.

with RoundUp or Dicamba. Don't just put up sugary jam--plan for fruit salads over the winter. Wine from wild fruits. Figure out

what you will do for daily "salads" over the winter. Cloches, sprouts, microgreens, greenhouse, sauerkraut, vegetable salads, fruit

salads, pickles, windowsill herbs, winter chopped salads, weed salads (esp. in early spring)... Many children consider eating

greens and salads to be a punishment. Hundreds of years ago, the well-to-do French would tell their children, "Eat your meat or

you cannot have any salad." How things change! People are struggling to learn to eat something other than meat and potatoes.

That kind of diet is a thing of the past for many people who are supermarket dependent. Dried foods are compact, shelf stable

and last many years. Making various kinds of vegetable soup is an esp. good use of dried vegetables. Wild mushrooms (!),

tomatoes, beans, peas, spinach, celery, corn chowder, onion, etc. Also, Ogure out how you will compensate for the lack of

grain/starch if you do not have enough stored. Legumes (lentils) can be ground to Pour. Mashed potato thickens soup/gravy.

Greens for soup noodles. Beets, carrot, squash... Food shortages will lead to malnutrition and only further complicate the health

problems many people are already experiencing.
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This will not be PC but I often wonder if this dramatic and sudden change in hormones levels due to the poisons they expose us to is

also affecting the sexual choices of humans. We have the gayest society in history( also the most depresstion) and this trans thing is

growing into a cult type of thing for teens ( replacing eating disorders as I understand it). I have no problem with how anyone chooses

to live and love all, but I am not sure this is genetics any longer. I heard a health stylist pod cast on an interview announce that once he

got his lifestyle changed for the better he went from gay to bi and started to wanting women for the Orst time. I am guessing he is

early to mid 30's. Interesting thoughts, but in today's world we will never get real research on this topic and probably will get stoned in

the town square for even thinking about it.
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Agree! It’s like they are “pushing it” mentally (in school for one which i Ond utterly disgusting) and can anyone say DISNEY — the

most WOKE company on the planet PUSHING the crap on kids. I have completely boycotted them but i digress. But also

physically, as in w all the poisons and meds and pesticides they are shoveling down our throats. Not to mention alzheimers,

autism, infertility and on and on. Its such a HUGE topic but is still pretty much not spoken about..just the way media wants it.
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Dont forget about cell phones (& likely other EMF) lowering sperm counts.
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Here's a problem I have not seen being addressed on this forum. Since the nasties in the jabs concentrate in the testes and ovaries, if

an unjabbed woman is planning to have children, she is going to have to select her mate/sperm donor from the male population who is

also unjabbed. if she cross-pollinates with a vaxxed male, not only will she get the means to impregnate her but she will also be

getting the jab. The needle is different but the result is the same. Also, the baby will be born jabbed and nobody has started studying

the health risks to the babies being born post jab. What we have seen are the miscarriages , inability to fertilize and babies dying from

breast feeding on a newly vaxxed mother. On the new list of Genocidal Monsters, Fauci/Gates/Rockefeller/Soros/WEF have now taken

over the top spots and Hitler/Stalin/Mao have been downgraded to Aldo-Ran's and Dr. Mengele has been moved to Choir Boy.
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Do you suppose the insane childhood vaccine schedule has anything to do with fertility issues?
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Do you suppose the covid mRNA vaxxns of children may be playing a role too?
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I totally agree! Analysis of each and every vial of ALL jab material for infant, child, teen, adult should be carried out by

independent labs ASAP.  We've got to start proacting - not reacting. If I could just win that damn lottery......
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The Ukrainian conPict has shown how delicately balanced our food supply chain is and it is not the only conPict around the world.

Lower testosterone would make us less aggressive and lower fertility would reduce the population naturally so we do not have to or

want to Oght over resources , all we have to do is make sure people are not stigmatised for not having children. It is OK to be childless

- I would certainly not have had so many adventures if I had dependants, there are lots of beneOts.
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Problem #3 Preservatives: Breads, meats, canned foods, processed foods, etc. all have preservatives, which prevent bacteria in our

gut from breaking down foods. When your body Onds something foreign, it stores it as fats, or excretes it undigested. You start having

problems like too many trips to the bathroom, bloating, gas, heartburn, indigestion and constipation. There is Candida (yeast) (bad

bacteria) in our gut along with 27 trillion other bacteria. If Candida over produces, it can get into the blood stream causing problems

throughout the body that can make it diecult for a doctor to Ond the problem(s).

Some symptoms you may feel is low energy, slow metabolism, brain fog, etc. I do not recommend eating grains at all due to the

amount of health problems it can cause, but if you just have to have that pizza, then I would suggest having some pineapple with it.

Pineapple is Bromelain, (a digestive enzyme), and will help Oght inPammation and support digestion of grains. Lipase, Amylase, and

Bromelain are digestive enzymes that will help break down carbs, protein, and fats. By getting maximum nutrients out of your food,

you will have more energy and a stronger immune system.
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I doubt those who proOt from the sale of vaxines are listening. Protests in the streets, letters to congressmen (with few exceptions),

petitions, labor strikes have no effect. It is obviously not about health and choice. Where is the justice system? Where are the trials

(except for a few charges brought in Germany)? Where is the reimbursement for medical costs for the vaxine injured? How do records

of the vaxine-injured get lost and "disappeared"? Why have there been no medical treatments promoted to assist the vaxine injured?

What about the ongoing jab campaign with so many public health resources budgeted for covid instead of health problems that kill far

more people? Why the slow release of information about vaxine research? Why are remedies and prophylactics such as ivermectin so

diecult for many people to obtain? Yet, we are told there is no conspiracy. We have been constantly lied to.
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Also, beware of the spin the media puts on EVERYTHING. It is obvious why media would support vaxines and drugs when so

much of their advertising income comes from pharmaceutical companies. Less clear is the sudden change of heart with regard

to the Roe v. Wade leaked in for. I really doubt the liberal media has suddenly had a come-to-Jesus-moment. What is the real

agenda here with changing the language? It is no longer "pro-choice", but "pro-abortion" protesters. So many newscasts sound

exactly the same as with the "gravitas" reporting. The early stages of violence seems reminiscent of antifa actions and people

paid to commit illegal acts.

I suggest that there is a socially divisive agenda that has little to do with abortion. It is not merely a coincidence that

pre-printed, mass-produced protest signs were ready and people organized for immediate protests as soon as the Supreme

Court draft was leaked. There is a timeline that requires preparation, transportation and certain logistics. I suspect there is

proOt involved. Perhaps someone smarter than me can track the money behind all of these movements. Inquiring minds want to

know...
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Yes Almond! I wish we had a real medical, judicial, and educational system. We wouldn't need to spend half our time on forums

trying to connect the dots and distinguish between what's fact and what's disinformation. It appears that 90+% coming out of

our White House, CDC, & FDA is disinformation.
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Not to be offending, but is this why LGBTQ is a growing % of the population if you are closer to being a eunuch. Does the

pharmaceutical therapy have similar effects? Not to agree or disagree, but this may help make current global events more

understandable.
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Meanwhile, environmentalists are concerned about methane gasses from farting cows disrupting the ozone layer as humans languish

in bureaucracy. Might say that we're going to $h!t in a handbasket. My grandfather spread manure on Oelds for decades without

creating anything but great foods and productive crops. EVERYTHING is overthought. Wanna up the sperm count? Put the electronics

down, get off your lazy assess and do the "W" word - WORK!
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Because the vast herds of Buffalo that once covered the grasslands of the US never farted...
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Vit C may help sperm and Zn/Mg. Milk thistle/dandelion may help detox. No gluten/dairy/soy/sugar/GMO/food with a label/heated
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oils...taking vitamins/good oils/minerals...probiotic...LDN..detoxing may help.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Shasha - much of what we already know here but well explained: www.youtube.com/watch
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is also a psychological war on sperms!...Men must now tiptoe through the game of Pirting for "fear" of being accused of

harassment and inappropriate sexual advances. This frustrates any alpha behavior and suppresses normal urges and the self

conOdence to "get laid." Along with economic factors it seems emasculating memes prevent healthy parasympathetic dominance

which deOnitely effects biochemical performance. Young men without independent incomes feel unmanly and undesirable to women

naturally seeking Onancial security. Traditional roles have become gender-confused through an ultra-minority of lgbtq crusaders

seizing media attention. So I wouldn't discount a mind/body connection; it's both.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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As a woman, I consider the American white male to be the most discriminated against class in terms of employment. It may be

the worst in academia where minority females will usually be given preference in promotions regardless of their credentials. I

have seen many ambitious and gifted men have their careers stunted. One reason is for quotas that may be tied to receiving

federal funds. I would prefer to see a level playing Oeld where career advancement depended on competency rather than racial

or minority status--or political aeliation. It is only fair to students of all races and genders to receive the best education

possible.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Solid point forbidden! Men must be the men the are naturally born to be and not put into some academics idea of what men

should be. It's natural...embrace manliness I say. Just as a woman should intuitively follow her natural instincts of being a

woman. Not saying cave life here, but just sayin :)
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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I was wondering if all the screams against boys and men for natural, innocent masculine behaviors had some kind of long term

physical effect. I feel sorry for men nowadays.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woah - there's so much to unpack right here! I've taken to a little project on instagram - I got the idea because I was getting so

many requests on my family account that I created a fake account and really started talking to people. It's exactly like you are

saying - men feel cut off at the knees to be who they are. It's been an extremely interesting experiment of getting to the pulse of

what society is doing right now to men and by creating a safe environment for men to open up and be who they need to be - I'm

like - wow! Yet I'll got to the city and hang out watching people (my favorite past time) and it's like everyone is trying really hard

to blend.

I think that's why I enjoyed Miami soo soo much - everyone was being whoever and whatever they wanted to be. At Orst it was

uncomfortable because now I'm used to everyone being so sedate LOL. The deOnition of sedate: Undisturbed by passion or

caprice; calm; tranquil; serene; not passionate or giddy; composed; staid. Why is everyone so SEDATE? Anyways, that was a lot

to say that it seems the people on top want everyone ungendered and men are really feeling it.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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lovesto...Some jerk who wants to control others comes up with "a new rule" , six others like the idea cuz they have none of their

own...media latches onto the taboo in the interest of protecting someone's mousy feelings...then those who follow their

artiOcial "rules" are stuck like Pies in the goo of "correctness."  I can remember saying crazy stuff, touching, playfully pinching as

a young guy...I got slapped a few times...so what?....Beats walkin around in a cage...Love to cast a bait next to a No Fishing

sign, just me.
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Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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Captain: "Traditional roles" can be deOned many ways. In the Amazon there are tribes with no divorce because they have no

marriage. There is pair bonding but they do not have to and seldom do last just like in CA & FL. The father of any woman's child

is all the men she had sex with. The body of the child is supposed to be made of the combined semen. I bet the women

developed those ideas. Pregnant women can have sex. I imagine a woman telling her mate that he better put out if he wants a

healthy child or she is going to go elsewhere. Those tribes visit neighboring tribes with local alcohol and/or halucinogens and

party. There is little or no intertribal conPict. There are many close relatives in the neighboring tribes by their deOnition.

Makes imminent sense. All babies get lots of support and never feel unloved. The idea that men agressively choose mates, to

me is ignoring the obvious. Alpha males like Hulk Hogan and Arnold acquired many women, but I bet their numbers would not

compare with Paul Simon or Dylan, not exactly alpha males. It has been my experience and observation that women do the

choosing mainly. Your observation that economic factors contribute to attraction is spot on. I thought that my good looks,

charm and intelligence was what attracted women. Then I went bankrupt and suddenly lost 90% in my estimation. I told that to

my current woman. She responded: "Oh no my love. You lost 99% of your sex appeal."
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What they are doing to men, white and black in America is a crime. It is not sustainable and just plain sad to see. I believe

society when to hell when with the everyone gets a trophy generation. Until we let boys be boys again all is lost.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Forbiddenhealing, YOU NAILED IT! Sorry, but you stepped into that one! All, jokes aside, you pointed out the elephant in the

room.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FEWER, FEWER, FEWER!!! Nothing personal; but I see the English language being destroyed more each day! Exactly what are they

teaching in the schools these days? I cherish my "lack" of formal education. For anyone who cares: less = quantity; fewer = numbers

(counting). These days, I see very 'few' people using these terms appropriately - including, supposedly "well educated" people. I'm

certainly no scholar; but I would like to see my native language preserved. As far as the collapse of this society and the biosphere

goes - we're pretty much screwed. Time is short...you will all Ond out, soon enough. If the "progress" we've 'allegedly' made doesn't

take us down; technology will.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Extinct species don't speak.
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irreverent
Joined On 1/21/2016 11:14:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh - PLEASE - Randyfast ...YOUR English language destroyed...take a look at EUROPE and how many of the countries over there

- particularly FRANCE - are trying to SAVE their languages from English inOltration. Its the global interconnection of MEDIA,

Internet, TV advertising, etc. - that has inPuenced the younger generation. Many are proud that they are multilingual, like my

relatives in DE & NL..which might also mean they "intermingle" the languages they know. I wonder, why you don't also see

"destruction" via those OMG abbreviation!?

~ Years back, when I was not yet Puent in English - its my third language - I apologized to my then English Univ. Prof. (UCB) for

my mistakes and he responded: The use of the English language is not written in stone and its constantly evolving and

changing. For instance, during Shakespeare' time, the spelling of words, their uses, etc., was very different from what is today. -

You want to "SEE YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE PRESERVED" ... keep on dreaming!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM
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Not sure of your location but in my crazy blue state they apparently are not teaching but spending the day indoctrinating them to

hate America and their parents and become brain washed zombies.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ScanKat; that sounds about right. Indoctrination encompasses the new curriculum in the age of covid.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Makes me wonder when media people often now refer to a large 'amount' of people at some gathering.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bee; that's exactly my point. A ten year old (at least in my time) would display better language skills than these supposedly

"educated" people. I suppose it's all part of The New Normal. Normal no longer exists! Here's another example: A large "number"

of water! Nothing surprises me these days; although, it sure does irritate me.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does EDC comprise the targeting of GnRH? (Pzp & Gonacon sterilization, injection required). California 2001 Epicyte, Mitch Hein GMO

corn plants anti-sperm antibodies from women with immune infertility concealed contraceptive in corn human consumption possible

solution to world "over-population." Gates, Rockefeller and Buffett. the "Good Club." Ted Turner stated, "we have too many people.

That’s why we have global warming. We need less people using less stuff (sic)." California bio-tech company named Epicyte.

Announcing his success at a 2001 press conference, the president of Epicyte, Mitch Hein, pointing to his GMO corn plants, announced,

"We have a hothouse Olled with corn plants that make anti-sperm antibodies."Anchor14 Hein explained that they had taken antibodies

from women with a rare condition known as immune infertility, isolated the genes that regulated the manufacture of those infertility

antibodies, and, using genetic engineering techniques, had inserted the genes into ordinary corn seeds used to produce corn plants.

In this manner, in reality they produced a concealed contraceptive embedded in corn meant for human consumption. "Essentially, the

antibodies are attracted to surface receptors on the sperm," said Hein. "They latch on and make each sperm so heavy it cannot move

forward. It just shakes about as if it was doing the lambada."Anchor15 Hein claimed it was a possible solution to world

"over-population." The moral and ethical issues of feeding it to humans in Third World poor countries without their knowing it countries

he left out of his remarks.

The exclusive letter of invitation was signed by Gates, Rockefeller and Buffett. They decided to call themselves the "Good Club." Also

present was media czar Ted Turner, billionaire founder of CNN who stated in a 1996 interview for the Audubon nature magazine, where

he said that a 95% reduction of world population to between 225-300 million would be "ideal." In a 2008 interview at Philade
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry about USA's population an elite might say, places such as Niger with 6.7 births per woman are using up the water so

a drought can be declared with scary pictures and those people moved to suburbia as "climate refugees". Worldwide we are

breeding so much so fast it's an extra 217,000+ new eaters/poopers/consumers per day accounting for deaths, like rabbits.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Well - corn is in everything! Have you watched King Corn? My mind was blown! Do you think a side effect of corn for men would

be ED? I hadn't heard any of this - but we all know how bad GMO corn is for the human body and deOnitely how bad HFCS is for

us. Wow - yet another thing to think about. I look at corn Oelds in the midwest - they make me sick to my stomach, they go on

forever! And then to think we're feeding corn pulp to cows - YUCK! We're so messed up.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let me point out a few things, we are not LIVING longer, the opposite is true, our environment is sooo polluted, the air, water, food etc,

= we are dying earlier.ie Pollutions are killers (ie, socialise the losses and privatised the proOts) a perfect model for the International

Criminal Cabal!!!! What's not to LIKE!!??
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Spot on!
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Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eat proper food and that won't happen. Just as easy as that. Veganism has been linked to infertility big time. We are not rabbit food

eaters. Just for tiny amounts.  About those fact checkers. Does that give anyone a security? Just another false security.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would lean to the Aerial Spraying. Who is funding it and why? Almost everyday and night. Its all harmful and Toxic. At times its so bad

you can't see the foothills. Wake up people before its too late. Do nothing and just wait to die.
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you can't see the foothills. Wake up people before its too late. Do nothing and just wait to die.
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Environmental pollution is no joke. Chronic illnesses of every description are increasing exponentially. These include asthma, heart

disease, diabetes, hypertension, Alzheimer’s, autism, Parkinson’s, rheumatoid arthritis, Sjogren’s disease, cancer, and many more. The

average life span in North America is declining, and this cannot be dismissed as due to COVID or suicides. Toxic pollution is arguably a

threat to civilization. The Europeans are far ahead in their efforts to control pollution, and have banned pthalates, which are ubiquitous

“softeners” for plastic toys that babies put in their mouths. Remember what happened to President Nixon after he dared to push for

legislation to create the Environmental Protection Agency?

He was tarred, feathered, and ridden out of oece on a rail, and the EPA was subsequently stripped of its experts and equipment, and

the polluting industries are now in charge of supervising themselves. The resent discovery of the mammalian stress mechanism

explains how the sum total of environmental stresses, including fear, anxiety, toxic substances, trauma, surgery, and excessive

radiation combine to cause stress mechanism hyperactivity that manifests as disease: www.stressmechanism.com. It is the duty of

government to deal with this problem. In the immortal words of Virchow: Medicine is a social science, and politics is nothing else but

medicine on a large scale.

Medicine, as a social science, as the science of human beings, has the obligation to point out problems and to attempt their

theoretical solution: the politician, the practical anthropologist, must Ond the means for their actual solution. The physicians are the

natural attorneys of the poor, and social problems fall to a large extent within their jurisdiction. ----Rudolf Virchow Medicine has done

its job. It is now up to the government to do its duty and curb the powerful corporations that are polluting the environment
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The cartoon picture of the video says it all.  Anyone under the age of 25 these days is nothing but a spoilt zombie, pale, weak, sickly,

and surprisingly (or maybe not) many in the younger age group simply LOVES wearing the mask too. Maybe that was the only thing

missing in the cartoon. Hardly any of our youth has any skills whatsoever. They all just want to be on their screens 24/7.  Like thats all

that matters. Nobody takes up a trade any more either, tho they are in high demand and on a much higher pay scale than like in years

past. Why? LAZINESS. Or they are “above” it.  They want to push a button and get paid. Mommy and daddy coddle them cradle to

grave. Say what u want but THANK GOODNESS for foreign hands-on workers or we wd have no tradesmen whatsoever to meet the

demand.
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#4; To add to the list of why we are slowly losing our Y chromosomes in males. Chemicals in our diet or letting the trillion-dollar food

industry and advertiser steer us on how to eat. We have a butterPy in our necks known as the thyroid. that controls so much of our

body functions, which greatly effects how we feel and behave. This article talks about the problems with chemicals which can greatly

affect our thyroid and our adrenal gland, (Oght or Pight) our stress hormone. Poison in our foods, Agent Orange sprayed on the GMO

crops that are sold to us. Not Agent Orange per say, so let's call it Glyphosate aka Round-up, which is the building block in the making

of Agent Orange that left 156 thousand men sick with cancers and thousands of Vietnamese mutated babies born after the war.

I make note of this because we let them spray it on the foods we buy at the market, we say nothing, and we give them the go ahead by

continuing to buy this poison. The FDA, CDC, EPA, Government, all of them, turn a blind eye to our wellbeing. You will not Ond these

GMO, (body harming) foods on the shelfs in Europe. Then they insult us more by selling Organic products alongside their European

counterparts, while selling the GMO foods to us. These so-called foods are harmful to the body of human and pets. The bottom line is

if you keep buying, they will keep selling and if you look for other alternatives they will come and Ond out what you want.

You are in control, and there is more of us then there is of them. The only effect test for low thyroid is NOT the TSH test, but the BASAL

test you can do at home before you Orst get up. Temperatures anywhere near 97 degrees is a low thyroid. Period. It can be done on

any day of the week except for a woman in menses. This should be done for 5 consecutive days, starting on the second through the

six days. This will give the most accurate basal test. Too many chemicals that can stop T4 to T3 in getting into your blood. Soy is also

harmful.
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I apologize for being so long winded, but I had to add more info on soy. People say to me, why is soy so bad, the Japanese eat it

and look how healthy they are. What they say is true, but unlike the USA, the Japanese FERMENT the soy for 5 years before they

get most, (not all) the toxins out of the soy to make it a better food source. In Japan it is eaten as a side dish (ex; carrots and

peas), not as a main course. We have to go back in time to better understand soy; In Chinese written history of 5500 years ago,

(while Europeans were still living in caves) the Chinese would grow soy and plow the plant back into the soil to build up nitrogen

for the spring food crops.

They would Orst pick the soybeans and then till the plant. They would not eat the beans or feed it to their farm animals, for they

found it detrimental to all their health's. About 4500 years ago the Chinese learn to ferment all vegetables. It took 1 thousand

years to learn this process, which was a great discovery due to its ever-growing population.

The Japanese learn how to ferment soy, about 4400 years ago due to trade with China. The Japanese love Silk, but the Chinese

were not giving away their secret about the cocoon of the Silkworm in making Silk. Actually, fermentation was the greater

secret, for it allowed the Chinese and the Japanese to travel further and longer at sea without coming down with Scurvy, (the

deadly disease at the time), which was caused only by a vitamin C deOciency. In 1413, (long before Magellan, Columbis, etc.),

the Chinese set sail with 3 Peets (not just 3 ships) and sailed around the world.

Into the Atlantic, (European, American, Central and South American cost, Alaska, Bearing Sea), all the PaciOc, down to the

Antarctic, up and around both capes of Africa and S. America. Artifacts found recently in Brazil, were Carbon dated for around

the year 1413. Soy and vegetables oils can be harmful due to the high Omega 6 levels. Coconut is a better oil for your thyroid

health.
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What goes around often comes around. Limiting population by young people no longer having children? It has been around since birth

control pills became common. Only certain religious groups did not buy into it. The Mormon group being one. The Catholic faith being

another. Both of which may be exceptions that make the rules. Regeneration by having large families? It has good and bad points.

There may be serious recessive genes that are passed on to future generations by reproduction far too close to the family gene pool.

Any limited gene pool such as an island population may have this problem.

Any gene pool of polygamous groups may also have this recessive gene problem. Which leads to eugenics. Marriage as far from the

existing gene pool as possible. America is full of this. Because over generations many different gene pools are likely to mix. In my

case, I am from England of English parents and I had a common problem of lazy eye. If found before the age of 10 it can be worked on

and possibly cured. Otherwise we ignore the vision of the weaker eye and use the stronger eye instead. My children are a mix of

English and German as the woman I married came from the Smyth family of Germany.

All three boys inherited a lot of genetic gifts. Including high IQs. Much higher than either her or my genes. I see this same thing in a lot

of American families that in the current generations have mixed. If I am extremely blessed, it is possible I will live far longer than any

of my ancestors. More likely? I will die in about ten years or so. The real problem is we have to change our agriculture to enrich the

soil. Thus putting nutrition back in the people eating the junk we call food today.
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So let’s see; what’s making people sick, impaired, and possibly killing us off: Poor Nutrition (Excess Alcohol & Sugar, Processed & Fried

Foods) Over Medicating Recreational Drugs Environmental Exposure To Chemicals The “Jab” Smoking Radiation Exposure Stress &

Trauma & The List Goes On! I see these commercials on television advertising ED meds to help men “perform” and think that if your

internal systems weren’t off, you wouldn’t need that. What good is being able to get it up in order to perform when little or nothing

comes out? Do a complete system clean out to purge your body of all this stuff and then eat and live a healthier lifestyle.
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We are all in a next generation cognitive war waged by all those "in control" at various levels of our society. The traditional armed style

of wars were too obvious to most of what was going on with getting rid of excess humans for mostly bogus reasons. The cognitive net

being used to have misled humans and volunteers to follow the depopulation plan is much harder to Ogure out for most and willingly

poison themselves and others around them. Feel lucky to understand the true agenda in play for all of us until their population

reduction goals are met. If the "voluntary methods" fail, they have other tools that can be deployed.

www.bitchute.com/.../0GhYh3faE53g
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Did anybody stop to think about what were the major additives to our food and water in the last 40- 60 years? And why do we have

such an obesity, health and infertility problem? Fluoride is added to our water and we are brainwashed to think it beneOts us. Look into

the side effects and question infertility. It is in everything, juices, beer, junk food, fast food , fast food wrappers, plastic. The fast food

restaurants went from selling tasty beef to soy burgers. Soy increases estrogen which increases copper. Copper is what women need

for fertility. Too much copper depletes zinc. Zinc is what men need for testosterone. And then couldn’t we end up with the copper

dominant women who have a hard time getting pregnant?

The FDA snuck high fructose corn syrup into everything in the 1980’s, every snack we were feeding our children, yogurt included! I am

so angry about this. The FDA allowed the mass fortiOcation of breads and grains with fake folic acid in the late 90’s. We are all being

forced to eat this when there are people out there that can’t metabolize it properly because of genetics. The fake stuff blocks the

receptors for the uptake of natural folate and we end up with all kinds of health problems, hidden B12 deOciency, ? Autism, strokes,

high blood pressure, cancer, mental health. You need B12 to absorb folic acid.

There are some kids cereals sold that have folic acid added but no B12. A build up of unmetabolized folic acid is not a good thing. And

then we add bottled water to this mix within the last 15-20 years, some fortiOed with Puoride. How can the micro plastics, which are

hormone/estrogen disrupters not effect our fertility? Oh, and don’t forget GMO food sprayed with Roundup! My children’s generation

has been so poisoned by the FDA. It’s scary to think about all of the health problems their children are going to have. No accountability,

no research, just approve everything for the mega rich companies. That’s what the FDA is all about.
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@Thora : Yes HFCS blocks the hormone Leptin that allows us to feel satiated. (my GP who claims to have an interest in treating

addiction, hasn't a clue about it, although the pharmacist next door knows) I do recall reading a SF paperback in the 60s about

some chewing gum sold that was highly addictive creating happy loons and major catastrophes. I never imagined that

something as addictive as HFCS would be allowed or sold around the world. It still seems to be a secret for most of the

population although a saying does exist in the UK: "It's harder to buy a bag of HFCS than a gun." :-) btw on a different tack, using

an electrolyte replacement (such as e-lyte) for a week's experiment can often yield unexpected improvements in health. We

don't discuss it much here.
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Chemical, biological, EMF, etc. warfare being waged against the population.
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It's not just an issue of low-testosterone producing feminized males. Look around you at the younger children - nothing but girls girls

girls. Where I live, and wherever I look elsewhere, there are hardly any boys.
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The sperm itself determines the sex of the fetus. The male sperm are most effected by environmental elements like toxins,

stress, meds, and EMF's. So more and more newborns are female. The lack of masculine men will drive more women to become

***.
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I have questioned the zero- till approach to farming from the beginning. My father grew beautiful healthy crops before GMOs and

pesticides, like Roundup, were introduced. The tilling was done to aerate the soil and rid the Oelds of weeds before planting the crop. I

fear the farmers have been led down into a dark valley by the agro-chemical corps. The chemical corps found a way to market their

poisons by introducing the zero -till policy. Instead of tilling to remove weeds, farmers could now spray toxic pesticides: pre- planting ,

during the growing season, and pre-harvest spraying (desiccating) with glyphosate -based chemical products. This kills everything to

make harvesting more uniform and easier. This has had a devestating effect on the ENTIRE ecosystem. People are suffering the

consequences of this change to their diet and environment, as most commercially grown crops contain pesticide residues.
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Partly to blame are the poor prices paid by supermarket chains for produce. Corporate interests fcking us yet again.
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Word should be spread about a few companies with products which alleviate FOG and related "fatberg" problems. One I know of is

BioLyncius. I know their products work because I worked for them a few years ago and watched small municipal waste treatments

become healthy after product use...some in very short time. The products are natures cleaners...bacteria (not enzymes). Bacteria in

certain formulations (not manufactured but combined) voraciously eat fats, oils and grease with only water vapor as a bi-product. It's

also very inexpensive compared with other sewer cleaning methods, such as pumping. The process was discovered and put to

effective use after a major oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Not to mention the “shot” that’s causing miscarriages
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The declining sperm count was mentioned in this book: "Less Toxic Alternatives" by Carolyn Gorman.

www.amazon.com/Less-Toxic-Alternatives-10th-Carolyn-Gorman/dp/05780588..  Peace on earth is near.
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Disapeared - but why should the medical community worry about this increasing "declining sperm count" when there's a handy

solution to the problem called "invitro fertilization." Grand it, it costs a fortune and thus can only be used by the upper-crust's

well-earners...nevertheless, its one option today that the "medical machinery" has created and it exists. If you live in an auuent

environment - NYC's Tri-Be-Ca - like I do (yet I was there long BEFORE it became what it is today), take a look into

baby-carriages these days and you see, twins, triplets, etc. Not too long ago, a write-up was going through the press that one

school in lower Manhattan had an incoming class of 10 sets of twins...probably ALL fraternal and white. - Wrap that around your

head, for a minute! -
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The toxins in our environment are also causing, or contributing to, numerous health issues such as autism, autoimmune diseases,

depression, etc. People with these conditions are either unable to work or their ability to work is reduced. In addition, many of these

folks will also need increased support such as medical care or therapy, while others will be unable to support themselves or live alone.

What this means is that the number of working adults is reduced even further than what is displayed on graphs, and the number of

dependents is increased.   Just yesterday I saw a documentary on recent discoveries in the Marianas Trench. A microOber was found

in a small sea creature that was pulled up from the bottom of the trench. There is no corner of our vast oceans that are safe from

pollutants. Scary.
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There has been a huge push over the past 20+ years for people to take an annual Pu shot. Employers often offer them for free and

people line up to take it. Perhaps fertility is one of the long term effects.
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people line up to take it. Perhaps fertility is one of the long term effects.
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I believe this. I also know my cousin's ailing health is what made her say to the quad shot 10/19, and she died 7 days after

receiving it. I know there's a ton of theories on why nursing homes went up in covid Pames - but my theory is that damned

required Pu shot that happened to be the quad - the same one that was being so heavily pushed in northern Italy - northern Italy

is what made (according to our German friends in the know) Germany close her doors. We were literally packing to leave when

we got the call at 6am they'd shut their doors - because of what was going on in northern Italy and a lot of the people for this

meeting would be coming through Italy (not necessarily northern - but the world was in a panic.

Anyways - and also - my aunt went into a retirement home very healthy and started receiving the Pu shots because they were

required - got leukemia Orst, then Alzheimer's. She was dead within Ove years. Believe me when I say - not a fan! Not a fan of

nursing homes and not a fan of Pu shots.
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A good friend of mine was taking her father, who had never been sick in his life, for his annual Pu shots. About 10 years later,

dementia ensued. Its depopulation. Ever increasing amount of toxins shot into the elderly, brainwashed by tv advertising,

something's gotta give. My guess is nursing home management is well-aware; however, most resident families are not. These

homes are monitored and beholden to a state governing system that mandates these shots for all their residents. Again the

annual Pu vaxxin paradigm is pure propaganda, until enough Americans wake up to smell the dogpile, its gonna continue. Only

about 3000 die from inPuenza each year, the CDC piled on the remainder and lumped these into their latest warped deOnition of

Pu: pneumonia and other upper-respiratory virus.
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Most chemical additives in food products are totally for monetary reasons. Most are only good to make the products shelf life

"forever". Chemicals in water other than hydrogen peroxide are dangerous to all life forms. Fluoride was a toxic by product of the

aluminum industry. In order to save the money the government demanded that industry to pay to meet environmental standards

scientists came up with a way for the aluminum producers to proOt from their toxic waste. They sold it to the dental industry as a

somewhat dubious method to prevent cavities. Research it yourself if you don't believe it.

Same goes for most chemical fertilizers. They are waste products from many manufacturing activities. And the stuff that would

improve the health of the soil is penalized by the government whose major job is to protect the residents of their countries, not tax

them from cradle to grave. These chemicals ARE destroying the reproductive health of all life forms. There were pictures on the Web

at one time showing Hamsters after being fed GMO foods producing horribly deformed offspring and within 10 generation no longer

produced any off-spring.
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What's the old saying...garbage in garbage out. The obvious offenders of smoking, drugs and alcohol will for certain effect a man's

virility and no doubt lead to oligospermia or even azoospermia. Eating as close to nature as possible and including consistent HIIT

training with a mix of strength training and quality sleep will for the most part keep you ready and willing!
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Hey, I was just learning more about HIIT from a trainer in Iran - of all places haha!  But you're spot on, garbage in garbage out - if

only more could see it that way. Smoking, drugs, and ... processed food! and alcohol. I'm wondering if hormone issues come

from all the hormones injected into our food supplies. More and more I'm grossed out and eating what I control.  Sigh.
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Though I know that there are many more chemicals in the system of our lives; I believe that stress is the main contributor. People

acquire too much on credit then chase their tails trying to make ends meet. if we would live more simply in contentment; the stress

levels would go down. As one who lived in the poverty level for a few years as a single mother; I learned to live with my means and

contentedly. Was it easy, no. But as a family we did it. And we had a good life. When more money came in due to a better position; we

still lived simply, a few more perks and never on credit unless the money was put aside to pay the month due.
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I have thought for many years that given our twisted socio economic paradigm of inequality, environmental destruction pursuant greed

and envy, and disregard for decency towards each other and other species, that we were a failed species. Seems I may have been

correct in that speculation.
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While we & the Whole of Life in Creation are being hit with massive amounts of Chemical Offenders, this class of disruptors may also

explain why so many young people are, for lack of better words -inbetweeners. (Taint's, taint a boy, taint a girl.) It seems so many have

no idea if they are a boy or a girl. How can someone in such a situation connect with their own being when it has been splintered from

birth & on? When we see the news reports about how this bird went off his nut & went on a shooting spree because he was frustrated,

he couldn't Ond a girlfriend. The constant frustration, another level of not Otting in no matter what may be feeding the undercurrent of

senseless violence.

(As opposed to the sensible violence, like the threat of nuclear war, brought to us by the same high-tech gurus.) It also feeds the 1%'s

desire to own it all by reducing the useless eaters, the reckless breeders. Strange thing is, what few places left in the world where

peoples have been left alone have survived in isolated areas like islands, or valley situations & have done so for thousands of years in

some cases, shows it's possible to have human populations in balance with Creation. Is run away human population growth the

problem or is it interference from germophobic sterile disconnected 1% & their maintenance class attempting to turn the world into

one giant Epstein pedophile island?
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Quite a number of years ago saw a report about a species of bird (sorry, I don't remember which species it was) that lived near

one of the Great Lakes. Seems that the males were becoming homosexual and the cause was traced to chemical pollutants in

the lake. I can't help but believe that the increase of "-inbetweeners" is due not to more people feeling comfortable "coming out

of the closet", but due to the increase of toxins.
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Life spans have gotten longer, that's for sure, while quality of that life has declined.  I worked in nursing homes for Ofteen years, and

saw that truth Orsthand. Poor shells of human beings, trapped in nonfunctional bodies that are being kept animated by chemicals and

nonstop medical interventions for years and years. The average age of the residents in the homes where I worked was between 84 and

87 years; this is signiOcantly higher than the recorded average lifespan in the U.S., which averages the entire population regardless of

what setting that they live in. The only people that I hae ever known who have had fantastic quality of life have been those in perfect

health, and this doesn't happen by accident. There can be no doubt that environmental contamination and ingested/applied toxins are

not only killing humanity and devolving us, they are shortening the lives of our pets as well.
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Life spans haven't gotten longer. We keep people at a "useful" age alive and we have fewer lives being cu short from infections

and work related accidents. But, 90+% of those people who died young 100 years ago would live WAY past 90 today had they

had access to the healthcare facilities we have today. There was little to no type-2 diabetes, heart disease, or cancer 100 years

ago. If you took today's population and turned back the clock 100 years, half the US population would die within 6 months. If you

took the population we had 100 years and brought them to the present, none of them would die younger than 90 years old. In

other words, you drank the indoctrination kool-aid of the public educational system. Keep telling yourself how great our health

is right now over and over.
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JustSteve, we can try to return to nature; but the man with the hat comes often to declare a share be placed in the hat. Life on a farm is

probably the most enjoyable experience in my living, not life.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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How Will We Care for Aging Baby Boomers... with mind control/vaccines/full spectrum soft kill eugenics... because eugenics works...

and it's OK... "since he's not going to listen to me."... a beautiful man (who also has ED) "gets" to leave the Big Pharma Cult party early...

like they say "take care of your love life, and your love life will take care of you... and Big Pharma likely took care of his love life some

time ago and the vaxx magic will likely be the grand Onish to his 'choose your own adventure' timeline. Choices, at least he/the many

[but not the children and the seriously unfortunate with no/low situational awareness or discernment or good fortune] was/were able

to choose his/their own adventure.
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Robert: How will we care for the Aging Baby Boomer? Well, except for those that have eaten the forbidden foods, drank the

cool-aid and are on death's door with their chronic illnesses and following big Pharma; It looks like we (the boomers) will be

caring for everyone else. We're already caring for the Zoomers. Power to us!
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Firefox on this machine is not allowing me to login. Chrome however did. Something about captcha. Does this mean the healthy

lifestyle of our Amish Community means they will regenerate while the rest of us do not? To late for me. I reach 80 in three months. I

had a non-malignant tumor on the prostate removed a couple of years ago. It stopped any sperm count! I do regenerate over time. So

it may or may not regenerate the hole left in the prostate. At the age of 79, I probably will never have any more children. The three boys

all have children and I also now have a great grandchild. What is required now? I suggest we follow the money trail to the legislative

bodies to see who is actually bought and paid for by big corporations.

This has been going on since the family Rockefeller and that is a very long time ago. I call it royalty by Onancial means of being

incredibly wealthy. In this country right now these incredibly wealthy people rule and they do have the justice system enslaved by this

incredible large sums of money. Part of which is the inheritance system of wealth. We need a system of watching those people very

closely. What is dangerous is the Onancial engineering that enables this group to control everyone else with their ideas of what shall

be. That includes killing off a vast majority of people that have reached the current insurance statistic of around 78 years of age and

are deemed useless at this point in time.

Thus the effort to kill those people off one way or another. In other countries it is by means of the Hemlock Society. Of which many

educated people belong to said society. People in positions to make medical decisions as to whether an old person lives or dies. There

are a good number of governors of states here that sent covid patients to nursing homes. That likely killed off a good number of old

people. I do not see any of them in jail for such things as manslaughter. That should be on everyone's list of things to do.
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Shepard505 Thank you for broadening my understanding of dangerous side of compost. Any knowledge of the composting of human

remains that has been implemented in all these round-um-up camps throughout the US? It is to do away with burial etc. I guess we

near Solent Green reality.
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I can't help but think this is still nature's way. Humans are short-sighted and self-destructive as well as capable of many wonderful

things.  Our population is much too high, so we are reducing our own numbers. I know, I know - the means of this are far from natural,

but I think that one reason many no longer value either their own or other lives is there are just so many people now.
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What is the deal with people wringing their hands and bemoaning "there are too many people". They did this in 1960 when there

were 267% LESS people!
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I wish ants and mosquitos were as stupid as you are. I wouldn't get bit every time I go looking for wild mushrooms in the woods.

Maybe Bill Gates and Fauci can create genetically modiOed ants and mosquitos that think their population is too high and they

will become homosexuals or something.
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I heard (on the BBC long before it was captured and they would also discuss the dangers of MMR) that the UK could be

self-suecient in food with a population of around 30m (as with pre-WWII) . That has always seemed to me like a solid position

to aspire to for any country,' although there is no going back now unless nature takes a hand.
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Hi and good day to all. Hmmm... I wonder why Dr. Mercola (and his team) would put a title that says, "... Part Of A Depopulation

Agenda", without even citing it in the whole article itself. A depopulation agenda, by whom and/or what (nefarious) group? Oh well, I

guess we all know here what the answer to that enigmatic question is, do we? Georgia Guidestones anyone?!
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Really? Maybe you should read it again. It's all there!
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What's an alternative to the hard plastic sippy cups???
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Over the long haul most species will survive the collapse of civilization including humans. Humans have survived at least 2 ice ages

and will probably survive 2 more. Humans inhabit all parts of the globe except Antarctica and even there small populations explore.

Humans are extremely resilient. All it takes is a small isolated group to survive as in remote Amazon, deepest Congo or the far reaches

of Siberia and humans will rebound. The cleansing will be beneOcial for the planet and other species. When civilization is rebuilt,

private corporations and private banks must not be allowed. The corporate structure allows for people to be isolated from the

consequences of their actions. The same things can be accomplished with worker contolled and owned businesses. Given the chance

other species such as insects and corals will quickly rebound.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

For sure humans will survive. Also what needs to survive is accurate detailed history in books, the written word. Survivors need

to look back on what didn't work and to not repeat.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is time we took responsibility... www.bitchute.com/.../JrOyQHlDu5LMo
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Leahoz. The BitChute website says, "404 - PAGE NOT FOUND". I guess it was taken down.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is serious......www.bitchute.com/.../JrOyQHlDu
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is not possible to view the Bitchute video. I wonder if you could say what the content is please.
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM
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Hi, again Leahoz. As with BeatriceW, the BitChute website says, "404 - PAGE NOT FOUND".
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy Molley >>>  awesome points and some amazing different way of looking at the world.....        

 www.bitchute.com/.../5kzmAOrBUrFP  amazing !!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrdSal9uH28&ab_channel=PublicResourceOrg  All you KNOW is what YOU have been TOLD to KNOW,,,,
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get you cell phones cooking.....LOL.......... 1) Dr. Arazi and his Phonegate team keep Onding conPicts of interest involving the many

"researchers" who took part in what was to be a deOning study of the relationshop of cell phone usage and brain cancers in children:

Mobi-kids. The study took place between 2009-2016 by teams from many countries. Phonegate already identiOed direct conPicts of

interest with several "researchers" and now they report on conPicts of interest within several of the international teams: Dutch,

Australian, Japanese, Korean and French.

Obviously the study, which concluded that cell phones are safe for children to use, was designed to reach this incredible conclusion.

Many thanks to Dr. Arazi and his team for continuing to demand that this study be declared useless. Mobi-kids: a study inOltrated by

the mobile phone industry "Our investigation into the conPicts of interest of the authors of the Mobi-kids study [which analyzes the

impact of wireless phones on the risk of brain tumors in young people] has now shown that ten of the eighteen people in charge of

measuring the exposure of patients worked directly or indirectly for the mobile phone industry.

What is now also evident in the organization of this study are the proven conPicts of interest with the mobile phone industry of

ISGlobal, the Institute of Global Health of Barcelona (which, according to their website, includes the banking foundation “la Caixa“,

academic institutions and government agencies).... This means that no less than Ove people paid by Orange have contributed directly

to the study." https://***.com/ymm7w9rc
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

......>>>>>   https://***.com/ymm7w9rc    <<<<
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grrrrrrrrr  ......   should read     https://t i n y url.com/ymm7w9r   without the spaces in 'tiny' the censors block it out
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OH aqnd don't forget the RF POISONING... In MY Eyes......and my own experiences and experimentation I have drawn a conclusion...

5G is THE way to eradicate 300 million americans ....RF Poison.... called "Operation Crimson Mist".....>>>    

nobulart.com/operation-crimson-mist   oh! it has been around for a few decades...and now its all over the world........cleverly disguised

as 5G..... so when are you gonna WAKE UP......???  But its now almost too late........LOL.....5G is already killing ......the people with poor

immune systems..the people that eat a pisspoor diet of seed oils and prepared garbage...lots of LA ... now 77% have take the Jab or a

few have just signed their own death certiOcates...by 2025 there will be people dropping dead in the streeta.....as they PUMP UP the

power and pulse the frequencies of 5G ... LOL.I KNOW whats gonna happen.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Orst use in the 1990s...now 30 years later of vastly improving the KILL RATE of the now WorldWide 5G.......its now down to

calculating when will you be struck with "The Death Ray" .......oh its already been tested and used and 30 years later its now

prefected.... Oh I can just hear people laughing and ridiculing me as a 'nutty old man' .....IDC.....I know my calculations are very

accurate ..
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got a new water Posser - and extremely disappointed in the very strong taste and smell of plastic. I think it's the tube. I called and

they wanted to sell me a new tube. Wonder if I should even use it
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here. Very strong plastic taste. I make sure not to swallow.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ BeatriceW, if you need this, then you maybe unable to THINK.....!!!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't be rude!
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